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Abstract: In this study, a stable and convergent finite difference (FD) scheme based on staggered meshes for two-

dimensional (2D) incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics problem including the velocity vector field and the 

pressure field as well as the deformation tensor matrix is established in order to find numerical solutions for the problem. The 

stability, convergence, and errors of the FD solutions are analyzed. Some numerical experiments are presented to show that the 

FD scheme is feasible and efficient for simulating the phenomena of the velocity and the pressure as well as the deformation 

tensor in an estuary. 

Keywords: Finite Difference Scheme, Incompressible Nonlinear Viscoelastic Fluid Problem, Stability and Convergence, 
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1. Introduction 

Let Ω ⊂ R� be a bounded and connected domain. Consider 

the following two-dimensional (2D) incompressible 

nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics problem (see [1]): 

��
�� + ��

�	 = 0,					��, �, �� ∈ � × �0, ��,		                (1) 

���� + ������� + ������� + ���� 

= � ������� + ���
�	�� + �� !,!� " !,�� #

�� + �� !,! �,!" !,� �,�#�	 , ��, �, �� ∈
� × �0, ��,	                                   (2) 

���� + ������� + ������� + ���� 

= � ���$��� + ��$
�	�� + �� �,!� " �,�� #

�� 					+ �� !,! �,!" !,� �,�#�� , ��, �, �� ∈ � ×
�0, ��,	                                  (3) 

�%&,&�� + ���%&,&#�� + ���%&,&#��  

=  !,!���� +  �,!���	 , ��, �, �� ∈ � × �0, ��,	          (4) 

�%&,��� + ���%&,�#�� + ���%&,�#��  

=  !,����� +  �,����	 , ��, �, �� ∈ � × �0, ��,         (5) 

�%�,&�� + ���%�,&#�� + ���%�,&#��  

=  !,!�$�� +  �,!�$�	 , ��, �, �� ∈ � × �0, ��,	         (6) 

�%�,��� + ���%�,�#�� + ���%�,&#��  

=  !,��$�� +  �,��$�	 , ��, �, �� ∈ � × �0, ��,	            (7) 
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subject to initial conditions 

���, �, 0� = �'��, ��, ���, �, 0� = �'��, ��, 
%(,)��, �, 0� = %(,)' ��, ��, *, + = 1,2, ��, �� ∈ �,	              (8) 

and boundary conditions 

���, �, �� = �'��, �, ��, ���, �, �� = �'��, �, ��, 
%(,)��, �, �� = %',(,)��, �, ��, 

*, + = 1,2, ��, �, �� ∈ �� × �0, ��,	                   (9) 

where	2	 = ��, ��3 	represents the unknown fluid velocity, 4 = �%(,)#�×�  is the unknown deformation tensor, p is the 

unknown hydrodynamic pressure, � =1/Re is the known 

coefficients of viscosity, Re represents the Reynolds number, 

and �'��, ��, �'��, ��, %(,)' ��, ��, �'��, �, ��, 	�'��, �, ��	  and %',(,)��, �, �� (l, m = 1,2) all are given functions. 

The 2D incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid 

dynamics problem, i.e., the system of Eqs (1) – (9) can be 

used to describe many important physical issues, for 

example, the complicated hydrodynamic and rheological 

behaviors of complex fluids, and the electromagnetic 

behaviors of the materials (see [2-5]). Because the 

incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics 

problem is nonlinear, especially, it does not only contain the 

velocity vector field as well as the pressure field but also 

includes the deformation tensor matrix, i.e., includes seven 

unknown functions, even if References [1, 6] had provided 

the theoretical analysis of existence of generalized solution, 

finding its analytical solution is a difficult task. One has to 

rely on numerical solutions. 

Though Barton and Kirby have established a finite 

difference (FD) scheme for fluid flow problems on non-

staggered grids in [7], Khader and Megahed have presented a 

numerical simulation using the FD method for the flow and 

heat transfer in [8], and Pandit et al. also have built a 

transient higher order compact scheme for incompressible 

viscous flows on geometries beyond rectangular in [9], their 

problems are different from the system of Eqs (1) – (9). 

Although Soukup has presented a numerical method based on 

DGM for solving the system of equations describing motion 

of viscoelastic fluid with memory in Reference [10], the 

problem discussed is linear and a transformed Navier-Stokes 

equation, and the existence and uniqueness as well as the 

convergence (error estimates) of the numerical solutions had 

not been studied. Sampaio has also developed some mixed 

finite element (MEF) models for incompressible viscous 

flows in References [11, 12], but has yet not provided the 

theoretical analysis of the existence and uniqueness as well 

as the convergence (error estimates) of the numerical 

solutions. Faria and Karam-Filho have also proposed a 

regularized-stabilized MEF formulation for the steady flow 

of an incompressible fluid of Bingham type in Reference 

[13], but their problem is also stationary and linear. Whereas 

the system of Eqs (1) – (9) here is nonlinear, includes seven 

unknown functions, and the unknown deformation tensor 

may be an unsymmetrical matrix, therefore, it is thoughtfully 

different from those problems in References [7-13] and is 

more complex than those equations in References [7-13]. 

Thus, either the establishment of the numerical models or the 

theoretical analysis of the stability and convergence as well 

as the error estimates of the numerical solutions for the 

system of Eqs (1) – (9) includes more difficulties and 

requires more techniques than those in the above References 

[7-13], but it is more useful. 

Though a stabilized finite volume element (FVE) method 

for the system of Eqs (1) – (9) has presented in [14], as far as 

we know, so far, there has not been any report about the FD 

scheme for the system of Eqs (1)-(9). Compared with the 

FVE method, the FD scheme for the system of Eqs (1) – (9) 

can conveniently handle and requires fewer techniques. 

Therefore, the main task in this article is to construct a stable 

and convergent FD scheme based on staggered meshes for the 

system of Eqs (1) – (9) in Section 2, analyze the stability and 

convergence of the FD solutions for the system of Eqs (1) – 

(9) in Section 3, and offer some experiments to verify that the 

FD scheme is feasible and efficient for simulating the 

phenomena of the velocity and the pressure as well as the 

deformation tensor in an estuary in Section 4. This implies 

that the work here is improvement and development of the 

existing those mentioned. Finally, in Section 5, we will 

summarize some main conclusions. 

2. Establishment of FD Scheme 

Let ∆t be the temporal step and ∆x and ∆y are the spatial 

steps, N = [T/∆t]. We will adopt the staggered meshes 

discretizing (1) – (7). 

By discretizing (1) at the reference point ��5 , �6 , �7#, we 

obtain 

�89!�,:
;9! <�8=!�,:

;9!
>� + $8,:9!�

;9! <$8,:=!�
;9!

>	 = 0.	                (10) 

By discretizing (2) at the reference point ��5"&/�, �6 , �7#, 

we obtain 

�5"!�,67"& − �5"!�,67
B� = �%&,&� + %&,�� �5"&,67 − �%&,&� + %&,�� �5,67B�  

+�%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6"!�7 − �%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6<!�7
B�  

−����5"&,67 − ����5,67B� + �5"C�,67 − 2�5"!�,67 + �5<!�,67
DEB��  

+�5"&�,6"&
7 − 2�5"&�,67 + �5"&�,6<&7

DEB�� 	− �5"&,67"& − �5,67B�  

− ��$�89!�,:9!�
; <��$�89!�,:=!�

;
>	                                            (11) 

By discretizing (3) at the reference point ��5 , �6"&/�, �7#, 
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we obtain 

�5,6"!�7"& − �5,6"!�7
B� = �%�,&� + %�,�� �5,6"&7 − �%�,&� + %�,�� �5,67B�  

+�%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6"!�7 − �%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5<!�,6"!�7
B�  

−����5,6"&7 − ����5,67B� + �5"&,6"!�7 − 2�5,6"!�7 + �5<&,6"!�7
DEB��  

+�5,6"C�
7 − 2�5,6"!�7 + �5,6<!�7

DEB�� − �5"&,67"& − �5,67B�  

− ��$�89!�,:9!�
; <��$�89!�,:=!�

;
>	                                                   (12) 

By discretizing (4) – (7) at the reference point	��5 , �6 , �7#, 
we obtain 

%&,&,5,67"& − %&,&,5,67
B� = − ��%&,&�5"!�,6

7 − ��%&,&�5<!�,67
B�  

−��%&,&#5,6"!�
7 − ��%&,&#5,6<!�7

B�  

+%&,&,5,6
7"& �5"!�,67 − %&,&,5,67"& �5<!�,67

B�  

+  �,!,8,:;9! �8,:9!�
; < �,!,8,:;9! �8,:=!�

;
>	 ,	                  (13) 

%&,�,5,67"& − %&,�,5,67
B� = − ��%&,��5"!�,6

7 − ��%&,��5<!�,67
B�  

−��%&,�#5,6"!�
7 − ��%&,�#5,6<!�7

B�  

+%&,&,�,6
7"& �5"!�,67 − %&,�,5,67"& �5<!�,67

B�  

+  �,�,8,:;9! �8,:9!�
; < �,�,8,:;9! �8,:=!�

;
>	 ,                   (14) 

%�,&,5,67"& − %�,&,5,67
B� = − ��%�,&�5"!�,6

7 − ��%�,&�5<!�,67
B�  

−��%�,&#5,6"!�
7 − ��%�,&#5,6<!�7

B�  

+%&,&,5,6
7"& �5"!�,67 − %&,&,5,67"& �5<!�,67

B�  

+  �,!,8,:;9! $8,:9!�
; < �,!,8,:;9! $8,:=!�

;
>	 ,	                  (15) 

%�,�,5,67"& − %�,�,5,67
B� = − ��%�,��5"!�,6

7 − ��%�,��5<!�,67
B�  

−��%�,�#5,6"!�
7 − ��%�,�#5,6<!�7

B�  

+%&,�,5,6
7"& �5"!�,67 − %&,�,5,67"& �5<!�,67

B�  

+  �,�,8,:;9! $8,:9!�
; < �,�,8,:;9! $8,:=!�

;
>	 ,                 (16) 

where F = 0, 1, 2, … , H = max��!,	�,���,	�∈Ω|�& − ��|, N =0, 1, 2, … , O = max��,	!�,��,	��∈Ω|�& − ��|,  and P = 0, 1, 2,… , Q − 1. 
Inserting (11) and (12) into (10) could obtain the discrete 

FD scheme of Poisson equation for �: 

R89!,:; <�R8,:; "R8=!,:;
>�� + R8,:9!; <�R8,:; "R8,:=!;

>�� = D7 ,                 (17) 

where P = 0, 1, 2, … , Q,  D7 = B� S�T5"!�,67 − �T5<!�,67 +
�T5,6"!�7 − �T5,6<!�7 U, and 

�T5"!�,67 = �5"!�,67
B�B� + �%&,&� + %&,�� �5"&,67 − �%&,&� + %&,�� �5,67B��  

+�%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6"!�7 − �%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6<!�7
B�B�  

−����5"!�,6"!�
7 − ����5"!�,6<!�7

B�B� + �5"C�,67 − 2�5"!�,67 + �5<!�,67
DEB�V  

−����5"&,67 − ����5,67B�� + �5"!�,6"&7 − 2�5"!�,67 + �5"!�,6<&7
DEB�B�� , 

�T5,6"!�7 = �5,6"!�7
B�B� + �%�,&� + %�,�� �5,6"&7 − �%�,&� + %�,�� �5,67B��  

+�%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5"!�,6"!�7 − �%&,&%�,& + %&,�%�,��5<!�,6"!�7
B�B�  

−����5"!�,6"!�
7 − ����5<!�,6"!�7

B�B� + �5,6"C�7 − 2�5,6"!�7 + �5,6<!�7
DEB�V  

−����5,6"&7 − ����5,67B�� + �5"&,6"!�7 − 2�5,6"!�7 + �5<&,6"!�7
DEB�B�� . 

Remark 1. The classical FD scheme (11) – (17) is only 

first-order accurate in time. If one wants to obtain higher 

order time approximate accuracy, it is necessary to change 

the time difference coefficients of the left hand sides in the 

FD scheme (10) – (16) into higher order ones (for example, 

time central difference coefficients or time second-order 

difference coefficients). Moreover, because the FD scheme 
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(10) – (16) are equivalent to the FD scheme (11) – (17), so 

we need only to solve the FD scheme (11) – (17). The 

procedures of solving the FD scheme (11) – (17) are to solve 

first (17), and then (11) – (12) and (13) – (16). 

3. Stability, Convergence, and Error of 

FD Solutions 

In this section, we devote ourselves to analyzing the 

stability, convergence, and errors of the FD solutions for the 

FD scheme (11) – (17). 

Theorem 1. If the temporal step ∆t and the spatial steps ∆x 

and ∆y satisfy 4∆� ≤ min	{Re∆��, Re∆��} , and the initial 

values �'��, ��, �'��, ��, %(,)' ��, �� ∈ ]^���  (l, m = 1,2), 

i.e., ‖�'‖^, ‖�'‖^, `%(,)' `^  (l, m = 1,2) are bounded, then 

the FD solutions �5"&/�,67"& , �5,6"&/�7"& , �5,67"&,  and %(,),5,67"& 	�*,+	 =	1, 2�  for the FD scheme (11) – (17) are stable and 

convergent. 

Proof. By taking absolute value for (13), we obtain 

a%&,&,5,67"& a 	≤ a%&,&,5,67 a +		 B�B� 	b��%&,&#5"!�,67 − ��%&,&�5<!�,67 b 
+ B�B�	b��%&,&#5,6"!�7 − ��%&,&#5,6<!�7 b 
+		 B�B� 	b%&,&,5,67"& �5"!�,67 − %&,&,5,67"& �5<!�,67 b 
+ B�B�	b%�,&,5,67"& �5,6"!�7 − %�,&,5,67"& �5,6<!�7 b 

≤ S1 +	4B�B� ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖^U `%&,&7 `^ 

+ �>d
>	 ‖�7‖^`%�,&7 `^                          (18) 

where ‖∙‖^ represent the norm in ]^���. Further, from (18), 

we obtain 

`%&,&7"&`^ ≤ S1 +	4B�B� ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖^U `%&,&7 `^ 

+ �>d
>	 ‖�7‖^`%�,&7 `^                             (19) 

By using the same approaches as the proof of (19), from 

(14)-(16), we obtain 

`%&,�7"&`^ ≤ S1 +	4B�B� ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖^U `%&,�7 `^ 

+ �>d
>	 ‖�7‖^`%�,�7 `^,		                          (20) 

`%�,&7"&`^ ≤ S1 +	2B�B� ‖�7‖^ + 4B�B� ‖�7‖^U `%�,&7 `^ 

+ �>d
>� ‖�7‖^`%�,&7 `^,	                          (21) 

`%�,�7"&`^ ≤ S1 +	2B�B� ‖�7‖^ + 4B�B� ‖�7‖^U `%�,�7 `^ 

+ �>d
>� ‖�7‖^`%&,�7 `^                    (22) 

By combining (19) with (21) and (20) with (22), we obtain 

`%&,&7 `^ + `%�,&7 `^ ≤ �`%&,&7<&`^ + `%�,&7<&`^� 

× �1 +	f>d>� ‖�7<&‖^ + f>d
>	 ‖�7<&‖^�,	         (23) 

`%&,�7 `^ + `%�,�7 `^ ≤ �`%&,�7<&`^ + `%�,�7<&`^� 

× �1 +	f>d>� ‖�7<&‖^ + f>d
>	 ‖�7<&‖^�.			          (24) 

By summing (23) and (24) from 1 to n, we obtain 

`%&,&7 `^ + `%�,&7 `^ ≤ `%&,&' `^ + `%�,&' `^ + 

4B� ∑ S`�h`i>� + `$h`i>	 U �`%&,&j `^ + `%�,&j `^�7<&jk' ,	     (25) 

`%&,�7 `^ + `%�,�7 `^ ≤ `%&,�' `^ + `%�,�' `^ + 

4B� ∑ S`�h`i>� + `$h`i>	 U �`%&,�j `^ + `%�,�j `^�7<&jk' 	     (26) 

If the condition 4∆� ≤ min	{Re∆��, Re∆��}  is satisfied, 

then, from (11), we have 

b�5"!�,67"& b ≤ S1 +	 2B�DEB�� + 2B�DEB��U b�5"!�,67 b 
+ B�DEB�� Sb�5"C�,67 b + b�5<!�,67 bU + B�B� �a�5"&,67 a� + a�5,67 a�� 

+ B�DEB�� Sb�5"!�,6"&7 b + b�5"!�,6<&7 bU + B�B� �a�5"&,67 a + a�5,67 a# 
+ B�B� �a%&,&,5"&,67 a� + a%&,�,5"&,67 a� + a%&,&,5,67 a� + a%&,�,5,67 a�� 

+ B�B� Sb�%&,&%�,& + %&�%�,�#5"!�,6"!�7 b 
				+ b�%&,&%�,& + %&�%�,��5"!�,6<!�7 bU 

+ B�B� Sb����5"!�,6"!�7 b + b����5"!�,6<!�7 bU 	
≤ ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖�̂
+ 2B�B� ‖�7‖^‖�7‖^ 

+2B�B� �`%&,&7 `^`%�,&7 `^ + `%&,�7 `^`%�,�7 `^� 

+2B�B� �`%&,&7 `^� + `%�,�7 `^� + ‖�7‖^�. 
Further, we have 
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‖�7"&‖^ ≤ ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖�̂ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖^‖�7‖^ 

+2B�B� �`%&,&7 `^`%�,&7 `^ + `%&,�7 `^`%�,�7 `^� 

+ �>d
>� �`%&,&7 `^� + `%�,�7 `^� + ‖�7‖^�,	            (27) 

where P = 0, 1, 2, … , Q − 1. By using the same approaches 

as the proof of (27), from (12), we obtain 

‖�7"&‖^ ≤ ‖�7‖^ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖�̂ + 2B�B� ‖�7‖^‖�7‖^ 

+2B�B� �`%&,&7 `^`%�,&7 `^ + `%&,�7 `^`%�,�7 `^� 

+ �>d
>	 �`%�,&7 `^� + `%�,�7 `^� + ‖�7‖^�,	           (28) 

where P = 0, 1, 2, … , Q − 1. 
Se l = ��',', �&,', … , �m,', �',&, �&,&, … , �m,&, … , �',n, �&,n, …, �m,n�3 . Then, we can rewrite (17) into the following vector 

form: 

S oB�� + pB��Ul7 = qr7, P = 0, 1, 2, … , Q, 
where the vectors qr7’s are determined by D7	in (17) and B 

and C are, respectively, two [(I+1)×(J+1)]-order symmetrical 

matrices as follows: 

o =
s
ttu
−2 1 		0	1 −2 	1	0 1 −2

⋯	 0 			0⋯	 0 			0⋱		 0 			0	⋮				 ⋮				 ⋱	0			 0				 00			 0					 0 		⋱ ⋱ ⋮⋱ −2 1⋯ 	1 −2y
zz{, 

p =
s
tt
tu
−2 ⋯|m	}~��� 		1	⋮ −2 	⋱	1 ⋱ −2

0	 ⋯ 			0⋱	 ⋱ 			⋮⋱		 ⋱ 			0
	0			 ⋱			 ⋱	⋮		 0				 ⋱0			 0					 0 		

⋱ ⋱ 1⋱ −2 ⋮1 ⋯�
m	}~���

−2y
zz
z{. 

It is obvious that the matrix �o/B�� + p/B���  is 

reversible and the maximum norm of its reverse matrix is 

bounded. Note that the maximum value of the absolute value 

of each component of vector is no more than its maximum 

norm. 

‖�7‖^ ≤ ‖l7‖^ ≤ ‖�o/B�� + p/B���<&‖^`qr7`^.	      (29) 

Therefore, when ‖�'‖^, ‖�'‖^, `%(,)' `^�*, + = 1,2�  are 

bounded, then ‖�'‖^ are also bounded. Further, from (25) to 

(29), we can recurrently deduce ‖�7‖^, ‖�7‖^, ‖�7‖^,	 and 	`%(,)7 `^�*, + = 1, 2, P = 1, 2, … , Q�	  all are bounded. 

Thus, by the stability principle (see [15] or [16]), we 

immediately obtain that the FD solutions 

�5"&/�,67"& , �5,6"&/�7"& , �5,67"&,  and %(,),5,67"& 	�*, +	 = 	1, 2�  for the FD 

scheme (11) – (17) are stable and convergent. This completes 

the proof of Theorem 1. 

For the solutions of the FD scheme (10) – (16), we have 

the following error estimates. 

Theorem 2. Let 2	 = ��, ��3, 4 = �%(,)#�×�, and p be the 

accuracy solution for the system of Eqs (1) – (9). Then the 

FD solutions �5"&/�,67"& , �5,6"&/�7"& , �5,67"&, and %(,),5,67"& 	�*, +	 = 	1, 2� 
for the FD scheme (11) – (17) have the following error 

estimates 

b� ��5"!�, �6 , �7� − �5"!�,67 b + b� ��5 , �6"!�, �7� − �5,6"!�7 b 
+a���5 , �6 , �7# − �5,67 a + � a%(,)��5 , �6 , �7# − %(,),5,67 a�

(,)k&
 

= ��B�, B��, B���, 0 ≤ P ≤ Q, 0 ≤ F ≤ H, 0 ≤ N ≤ O.    (30) 

Proof. By using Taylor’s formula to expand (10) and (13) – 

(16) at the reference point ��5 , �6 , �7#, (11) at the reference 

point ��5"!/�, �6 , �7# , (12) at the reference point ��5 , �6"!/�, �7#, or from the discretizing procedure of (10) – 

(16), we could obtain the following error estimates (30). This 

completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

4. Some Numerical Experiments 

In this section, some numerical experiments are provided 

to verify the validity of the FD scheme for the 2D 

incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics 

problem, i.e., the system of Eqs (1) – (9). 

In the 2D incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid 

dynamics problem, i.e., the system of Eqs (1) – (9), we chose 

the computational domain as Ω = {��, ��: 0 ≤ � ≤ 50,	30 ≤� ≤ 70} ∪ {��, ��: 50 ≤ � ≤ 100,	0 ≤ � ≤ 100}, Re = 1000, 

and the initial and boundary values of the fluid velocity � = ��, ��3  as ��', �'� = ��', �'� = �2�� − 30��70 −��, 0�	�� = 0, 30 ≤ � ≤ 70�  and ��', �'� = ��', �'� 
satisfying that ∂�'/ ∂�  = pRe and �' = 0  on {��, ��:	� =100,	0 ≤ � ≤ 100}, but ��', �'� = ��', �'� = �0,0� on other 

solid boundaries. Whereas the initial and boundary values of 

the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×�  satisfied that %&,& =%�,� = 1 and %&,� = %�,& = 0. In additional, we chose ∆x = ∆y 

= ∆t = 0.01 in order to satisfy 4µ∆t ≤ min{∆x
2
,∆y

2
}. We 

operated the FD scheme (11) – (17) to obtain the numerical 

solutions � = ��, ��3 , p, %&,& , %&,� , %�,& , and %�,�at t = 10, 

which were still convergent and were drawn in the photos in 

Figures. 1 to 6, respectively. These photos showed that the 

FD scheme can effectively simulate the physical problems. 

Figures. 7 and 8 expressed the relative errors of the FD 

solutions of the fluid velocity � = ��, ��3  and the pressure p as 

well as the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×�on 0 ≤ � ≤ 10, 
respectively. The variation tendencies of the error curves were 

consistent with the true situations because the relative errors of 

the FD solutions gradually increase as the truncation errors were 

accumulated in the calculating procedure. These relative error 
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curves also expressed that the numerical simulating errors were 

consistent with the theoretical ones because the theoretical and 

numerical errors all were O(10
-2
). This implies that the FD 

scheme is very effective for finding the 2D incompressible 

nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics problem. 

 

Figure 1. The streamline of the FD solution of the fluid velocity U at t=10. 

 

Figure 2. The FD solution of the pressure p at t=10. 

 

Figure 3. The FD solution of the component %&,& of the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×� at t=10. 

 

Figure 4. The FD solution of the component %&,� of the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×� at t=10. 

 

Figure 5. The FD solution of the component %�,& of the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×� at t=10. 

 

Figure 6. The FD solution of the component %�,� of the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×� at t=10. 
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Figure 7. The relative error trending charts of the FD solutions of the fluid velocity U and the pressure p on 0 ≤ � ≤ 10. 

 

Figure 8. The relative error trending charts of the FD solutions of the components of the deformation tensor % = �%(,)#�×� on 0 ≤ � ≤ 10. 

5. Conclusions and Discussions 

In this article, we have built the stable and convergent FD 

scheme on the staggered meshes for the 2D incompressible 

nonlinear viscoelastic fluid dynamics problem, i.e., the 

system of Eqs (1) – (9). We have also offered the theoretical 

analysis about the stability, convergence, and errors of the 

FD solutions and used some numerical experiments to 

confirm the validity of the FD scheme. This FD scheme is 

first established because at present there has not been any FD 

scheme reported for the 2D incompressible nonlinear 

viscoelastic fluid dynamics problem. This implies that the 

technique here is development for the existing results (see, 

e.g., [7-13]). 

The 2D incompressible nonlinear viscoelastic fluid 

dynamics problem, i.e., the system of Eqs (1) – (9) are often 

used to describe the real-world fluid flow. Therefore, the 

work in this article has not only the important theoretical 

value but also holds many real-life applications. 
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